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Abstract
Meyrowitz's media context theory proposes that new media and their contexts will lead to new behaviors. This article adopts media context theory as a framework and utilizes a textual analysis approach to analyze what Meyrowitz termed middle region behaviors and the contextualization strategies of the traditional Chinese news media (People's Daily) on the social media platform Weibo. The findings reveal three of People's Daily's Weibo news' innovation strategies: the middle regionalization of news contexts (live news, vlog news, chatbox news); personalized production of important news (Weibo commentary, user-produced news); and equal dialogue with the public (daily greetings, holiday greetings, popularizing science). The study also indicates that traditional news media can utilize social media to consolidate communication effectiveness and reconstruct their credibility while actively participating in social governance. In light of these findings, we think that the "contextualization" strategies employed by People's Daily on the Weibo platform offer meaningful possibilities for traditional news organizations' integration into social media, such as exploring innovative approaches to news presentation, emphasizing audience interaction, appropriately providing “non-news content” for the audience, and maintaining a commitment to objectivity and fairness in news reporting.
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1. Introduction

With the rise of social media, many traditional Chinese news media organizations have suffered negative impacts from outdated media technology, brain drain, lack of sponsorship and funding, and self-published
media stealing audience attention (Wang, 2023). In 2017 alone, nearly 1,000 newspapers in China ceased publication, and over 300 others went bankrupt (SOHU, 2018). In order to survive and thrive, many traditional news media organizations have had to learn about the interests and needs of their audiences and seek business growth by developing new communication channels.

Due to limited capital and resources, most traditional news media cannot independently develop apps and websites. Consequently, many newsgroups have opted to join Weibo, China's largest social media platform (Xu et al., 2023). By registering accounts and posting news on Weibo for free, these news organizations leverage their existing credibility and influence to attract users’ attention (Plantin & de Seta, 2019). Initially, many news media simply replicated content from their original channels to Weibo, failing to fully exploit the communication advantages offered by social media (Tong & Zuo, 2016). However, as the media environment and technology evolved, mainstream media in China, such as People's Daily, Xinhua News Agency, and China Central Television, gradually expanded their range of innovations in Weibo news including news genres, expressions, presentation forms, and content (Jian & Liu, 2018; Wang, 2022).

People's Daily, the official newspaper of the Communist Party of China (CPC), holds significant influence as a traditional media organization in China. Its official entry into Weibo took place on July 22, 2012, with a post titled “Beijing, Go.” Over eleven years, the Weibo account of People's Daily (@Peoplesdaily) has attracted far more followers than any other media account, exceeding 150 million (Zhang et al., 2023). Bolsover (2013) discovered that news published by People's Daily and other news publishers on Weibo often generate extensive public engagement, including many reposts and replies. Therefore, @Peoplesdaily best represents traditional Chinese news media's digital practices and social media innovations.

Given the evolving communication environment, media technology, and user habits, innovation and development have emerged as critical issues for many news media organizations (Eldridge et al., 2019; Wagemans et al., 2019). This article utilizes the media context theory of Meyrowitz (1985) as a framework and employs textual analysis to analyze the innovative practices of People's Daily on Weibo. To distill the practices that hold value for current and future media, the study focuses on the ongoing and recent innovations that @Peoplesdaily has adopted. At the theoretical level, this article will reinforce the applicability of media context theory to social media and depict the hybrid situation and changing trends of the social media news context. At the practical level, this article will distill @Peoplesdaily's innovative communication experiences on social media and raise generalizable strategies and recommendations. These recommendations will be available to news media in various countries to help them better adapt and develop their social media news operations (Bao et al., 2021; Vu, 2014).

2. Literature Review

2.1. Media Context Theory in the Age of Social Media

Meyrowitz (1985) published No Sense of Place: The Impact of Electronic Media on Social Behavior, and provided a comprehensive exposition of media context theory. In media context theory, the so-called context refers to information systems (Meyrowitz, 1985). Information systems blur the boundaries between the private and public contexts, resulting in corresponding changes in people's social behaviors and roles (Ilan, 2022; Meyrowitz, 1990). Influenced by Goffman’s mimesis, and the media studies of Innes and McLuhan
(Silverstone, 1999), media context theory emphasizes that electronic media and the social context interact (Meyrowitz, 1985). It points out that any factor that can change the structure of the social stage or reorganize the social audience can significantly impact social behavior (Meyrowitz, 1990). What's more, contextualization refers to reinterpreting and disseminating symbolic material from one media context to another (Gruber et al., 2023; Gumperz, 1992). Contextualization can be used to describe the state of content production and dissemination in the media and can be used to explain how the media builds up context and exerts influence on society and audiences (Dahlberg, 2015; De Wolf, 2020). For example, the headline of a news article might cite a movie scene, mixing the movie context with the news context, thus triggering greater audience attention and empathy (Rameshbhai & Paulose, 2019).

Although media context theory was proposed based on the context of television media, it provides an appropriate perspective to understand the relationship between different types of media and society (Meyrowitz, 1985). According to media context theory, the more blurred the boundary between media and reality, the more likely it is that context crossover and integration will occur (Arnaboldi et al., 2017; Fortunati et al., 2003). In the current age of social media, thanks to the increasingly close relationship and blurred boundaries between media and society (Jurgenson, 2019), the idea of media context theory, instead of becoming obsolete, has gained more comprehensive application (Marwick, 2013). Badham and Mykkänen (2022) argued that the interaction between the media and the general public has been transformed on social media, making social dialogue more accessible and frequent. Public discourse is increasingly integrated into mainstream media and has the potential to lead public opinion to some extent (Barberà et al., 2019; Gorodnichenko et al., 2021). In the era dominated by radio or television, the media reshaped the concept of physical locations by replacing them with information systems, blurring geographical boundaries (Meyrowitz, 1993). In the age of social media, the media and the human body coexist in the same geographic space and move in tandem, allowing for potential intersections between media and natural scenes (Qvortrup, 2006). The mediated and natural scenes interact more frequently, and the boundary between them is no longer solely defined by differences in information access, but rather by the nature of the information itself (Ilan, 2022). The penetration and influence of mediated context becomes ubiquitous on social media, implicitly transforming the form and content of the social context and exerting an influence on people's perceptions, emotions, and behaviors (Ilan, 2022; Torous et al., 2021).

In the age of social media, the media context and the reality context are not only interactive and permeable, they can even co-create hybrid contexts through deep integration (Bullingham & Vasconcelos, 2013). Meyrowitz (1990) introduced the concept of the “middle region” to describe the changes in contexts and behaviors brought about by new media, building upon Goffman's theory of “front stage” and “backstage.” Essentially, the middle region is a hybrid context, and the emergence of new behaviors in hybrid contexts can be referred to as middle region behaviors (Meyrowitz, 1994). Increasingly, news organizations are beginning to conduct news production and dissemination activities in hybrid contexts (Lee & Tandoc, 2017), and these middle region behaviors erode the traditional distinction between the front and backstage (Hogan, 2010). On the one hand, some news production and dissemination behaviors are shifted to the middle region of social media, impacting the boundary between the front and backstage. For example, in the case of journalists producing personalized video-blogs when reporting the Wuhan lockdown during Covid-19, audiences can see both the front and backstage of news production through video (Meng & Wang, 2023). On the other hand, audiences can reach the middle region and interact with news producers instantly. For example, in live network news programs, audiences can participate in news production through video
barrages or comments, including asking reporters to respond to questions or switch cameras (Engstrom et al., 2022). As the framework of this article, media context theory acts as a guide to focus on People's Daily's middle region behaviors in social media and explore the news production and dissemination strategies that lead to changes in both the media and reality contexts.

2.2. Innovations of People's Daily on Weibo

In the early days of the People's Daily's registration on Weibo, some scholars argued that its move onto Weibo was an innovation in itself (Noesselt, 2014). Zhang and Lei (2013) argued that the opening of @Peoplesdailysignaled that the CPC's official newspaper was presenting the features of commercial media, and to some extent, it had diluted the color of its political ideology and achieved communication with netizens. Over the subsequent 10 years, many scholars have studied the news published by @Peoplesdaily from different perspectives, aiming to analyze the innovation strategies of traditional news media in the social media era (Deng et al., 2021). Most of these existing studies analyzed communication strategies in the context of specific events or topics, with small sample sizes and mainly cross-sectional surveys (Huang & Wang, 2013). Although these case studies focused on @Peoplesdaily's specific practices in social media and failed to summarize the overall trends behind different content production and communication strategies, they still depicted the path of @Peoplesdaily's transformation from seriousness to accessibility (Pang et al., 2022).

Some existing studies have explored the differences and similarities between the news of @Peoplesdaily and People's Daily newspaper (Wu & Pan, 2022). In terms of similarities, some studies have found that both @Peoplesdaily and People's Daily newspaper follow the same values and positions, and together, they play a vital role in leading Chinese public opinion (Zhang et al., 2023). Both @Peoplesdaily and People's Daily newspaper consider the state's logic and the people's logic in the content and expression of news, with an increasing focus on evoking positive emotions (Pang et al., 2022). For example, they work together to provide important news and comfort the public during sudden disasters (Shi & Luo, 2015). In terms of differences, many scholars have suggested that news of @Peoplesdaily presents greater characteristics of timely information dissemination, rich and diversified content, proactive voices, and folksy expression (Huang & Wang, 2013). It has been found that Weibo news spreads at a faster pace than traditional channels (Xu et al., 2023). Social media's advent has diversified news production in People's Daily, blurring the boundaries between news producers and audiences (Bullingham & Vasconcelos, 2013). @Peoplesdaily can utilize public comments and feedback as indicators for adjusting their news production efforts (Pang et al., 2022). It coincides with some of the ideas in media context theory.

Other studies have analyzed the strategies and effects of the @Peoplesdaily's news in more detail. With the background of the early establishment of @Peoplesdaily's account, Huang and Lu (2017) found that @Peoplesdaily enriches news content and shifts the reporting approach from the traditional model of "delivering to ordinary audiences" to the model of "ordinary people telling their own stories," using informal language to attract audiences. Taking @Peoplesdaily's news on the Tangshan restaurant attack as an example, An et al. (2023) found that its strategies are primarily based on thematic framing, actively embracing unofficial discourse space, and allowing for the emergence of diverse voices and expressions. By analyzing 36 online news items from the People's Daily, Wu and Pan (2022) thought that @Peoplesdaily adopts strategies such as emphasizing proximity, personalization, positivity, and human interest in news
values to engage audiences. In the context of the sinking of the Eastern Star, Shi and Luo (2015) argued that @Peoplesdaily combines the content production capability of newspapers with the information presentation advantages of Weibo, resulting in favorable effects in reporting breaking events. These studies summarized many of @Peoplesdaily’s innovative strategies, but due to their specific research context and restricted sample size, the strategies identified are difficult to generalize to a comprehensive journalistic practice (Wallace, 2018). Still, their experience inspired this article in terms of how to generalize @Peoplesdaily’s news practices regarding news interactivity, framing, presentation, and communication.

3. Methods

The development of social media has brought about a dynamically changing communication context (Kent et al., 2017), which has forced many traditional media to innovate (Belair-Gagnon & Steinke, 2020). This article examines the innovation experiences of traditional Chinese news media in social media by using @Peoplesdaily’s news as samples. People’s Daily, as the official newspaper of the CPC, the media account with the largest number of followers on the Weibo platform (Zhang et al., 2023), and one of the most important media outlets in China, People’s Daily has been a pioneer of media innovation in the digital era. Taking @Peoplesdaily as the research object can explore the most “Chinese characteristics” of traditional Chinese media’s innovation experience in social media and ensure the representativeness of the research findings.

3.1. Sample Collection and Analysis

During the analysis process, we first collected all Weibo posts posted by @Peoplesdaily from July 2013 to December 2022 (N = 131,120). Second, the researchers conducted a stratified sampling of Weibo posts, sampling 5% of Weibo posts (N = 6,556) equally spaced by post time. Third, the researchers read and analyzed these Weibo posts to isolate @Peoplesdaily’s news (N = 2,452, see Section 2.2 for exclusion criteria) with innovative features. These 2,452 Weibo posts are the valid sample for this article. Fourth, the first author of this study conducted textual analysis to examine the valid samples in terms of form, content, expression, and genre. The innovative strategies of the samples were then documented provided after the samples, such as spoken news expressions, using webcasts, brief news commentary, and providing non-news content, etc. The other two authors of this study checked the marked innovative strategies. Finally, the researchers discussed and analyzed the annotated results of the text analysis and summarized the communication strategies of @Peoplesdaily.

3.2. Exclusion Criteria for Samples

Previous research showed that the news of @Peoplesdaily achieved great success by implementing numerous innovations in form, content, expression, and genre (Wu & Pan, 2022). However, some initiatives, although popular for a while, no longer apply to today’s communication context. To perform sample cleaning and summarize the strategies that are still viable in the present, we have only included the samples with the following characteristics: (a) The Weibo must reflect @Peoplesdaily’s unique and innovative strategy, not the old one used by the People's Daily newspaper; (b) innovative strategies in Weibo which have not gone out of style and are still frequently used by @Peoplesdaily in the last three years; (c) strategies in Weibo which are innovative and can provide valuable insights for other media outlets.
4. Findings

Guided by media context theory, this article summarizes three aspects of @Peoplesdaily's middle region behaviors and contextualization strategies: middle regionalization of news contexts; personalized production of important news; and equal dialogue with the public. By demonstrating and interpreting typical cases below, it is possible to explore the contextualization strategies and experiences of China's traditional news media (People's Daily) in social media (Weibo).

4.1. Middle Regionalization of News' Contexts

By broadcasting news as live news, vlog news, and chat box news, @Peoplesdaily has blurred the boundaries between the news backend and the public and constructed many middle regions. In these middle-region news contexts, @Peoplesdaily carries out a large number of news communication activities to reduce the psychological distance between the audience and @Peoplesdaily.

4.1.1. Live News

People’s Daily’s live news on the Weibo platform differs significantly from live TV news broadcasts. Traditional live TV newscasts have distinct journalistic boundaries. They require pre-scheduling in a news program, where the subject matter, presenter, location, connecting journalists, and duration are all designed and confirmed in advance. As a result, the producers precisely control the front and backend of the news, and the audience only receives news content that has been designed. However, live news on Weibo has relatively fewer clear boundaries, with the production and dissemination of news taking place in the middle zone. Weibo’s live news belongs to a kind of webcasting, which is more approachable and not limited by the production scene. @Peoplesdaily’s live newscasts have a civilian perspective, allowing viewers to interact with live reporters at any time through comments and video barrages.

The duration of live news by @Peoplesdaily varies, ranging from a few minutes to a few hours. It encompasses a wide range of types, including political, social, economic, science and technology, and sports news, among others. As early as 2016, @Peoplesdaily started broadcasting live news on Weibo and offered free live playback for its audiences. During the National People's Congress (NPC) and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) in 2016, @Peoplesdaily conducted several live broadcasts to disseminate the conferences' resolutions. In 2017, @Peoplesdaily once again live-streamed the entire launch of the Long March 5 Remote Rocket, which took a long time to report the whole event in detail without any pictures or sound being edited, attracting a large number of viewers. Despite the less polished visuals and occasionally shaky footage, the live news is more likely to capture the public's attention and gain their trust due to its novelty news contexts.

4.1.2. Vlog News

From 2019–2023, during the NPC and CPPCC, journalists from People's Daily documented the work of filming the conference from a first-person perspective (including the entire process of preparing at home, waiting for the venue, filming the conferences, and editing the footage, etc.), and posted vlog news on Weibo. Traditionally, journalism is embedded in the performative nature of the front stage, and vlog news
breaks down the distinction between the front and back stages. Vlog news follows the logic of life, and does not alter the form, sequence, or content of news events. It aims to record the process and details of the reporter’s participation in the news event, and to lead the audiences to enter the news events and behind the scenes from the first-person perspective.

In the early years, the topics of vlog news published by @Peoplesdaily were mainly political news, and then gradually expanded to social news, sports news, and other areas. For important events such as the Chang’e Five launch in 2020, the Tokyo Olympics in 2021, and the Boao Forum for Asia in 2022, much of the news has been reported in vlogs. The vlog news focuses on the news event while exposing the stories of journalists in front of the stage and behind the scenes. The sharing of time and space between journalists and audiences aligns with Meyrowitz’s ”middle region” theory, and the new communication scenarios greatly stimulate the public’s interest in watching. Although these vlogs differ in genre and duration, they all share the core feature of a first-person perspective.

4.1.3. Chat Box News

In 2017, @Peoplesdaily launched a #Letters to Young People campaign during the 19th National Congress of the CPC, sending messages to its followers for eight consecutive days via Weibo chat box. The eight days of chat box news were ”editorials” written by the People’s Daily’s Commentary Department and other departments, and centered around Chinese youth-related issues, including patriotism, career choices, health, etc. These chat box news days received favorable responses from young people due to their novel format and friendly expression. Sending news directly from the back office to the public’s chat box is a break from the multiple traditional boundaries surrounding the news production and distribution processes.

Some studies have argued that young Chinese are under tremendous pressure in their careers and lives, and many cannot find the time and energy to pay attention to national events (Lyu, 2012). To attract their attention to national issues, @Peoplesdaily customizes news content that young people care about, so that they know that these issues are closely related to the country’s development. @Peoplesdaily takes an egalitarian stance and sends news to its followers via a Weibo chat box. Chat box news can also be perceived in terms of the performer (@Peoplesdaily) being influenced by the reactions of its audiences (Chinese public) and adjusting its news communication behavior.

4.2. Personalized Production of Important News

To cover some important issues, @Peoplesdaily launched Weibo commentary and news jointly produced with users. These two forms of journalism further expand the middle regions, allowing news content and audience discourse to interact and even transform each other in these regions.

4.2.1. Weibo Commentary

In response to current affairs of public concern, @Peoplesdaily has launched a new form of news—Weibo commentary, which is less than 140 Chinese characters and mainly focuses on social, political, legal, and cultural issues. Weibo commentaries are expressed in a very approachable way; some have even begun to use internet buzzwords in recent years. For example, the Weibo commentary “what does it say about six
academicians teaching one course?” told the story of academics teaching, the enlightenment they bring, and called on universities to pay attention to the quality of teaching. It used the colloquial word “cow’s nose” (which means the key point or part as the Chinese proverb goes “if you lead a cow, you should lead it by its nose”) and the internet buzzword “bird course” (which refers to a course that is unimportant or has no substance). Compared to serious and formal traditional editorials, these Weibo commentaries are more likely to attract audiences with their colloquial language:

What does it say about six academicians teaching one course? Wuhan University has six academicians teaching one course. The lineup is impressive. This story demonstrates the responsibility of academicians. They are teaching rigorously, but also informatively. No wonder the students feel “classes are as fun as watching a TV show.” Undergraduate education is the colleges’ and universities’ “cow’s nose.” Academics and professors should teach more classes to undergraduates. Don’t let “bird course” be in school.

4.2.2. News Jointly Produced With Users

In some important feature stories, @Peoplesdaily guided the public to follow the news and participate in the discussion by creating Weibo topics. During the 19th National Congress of the CPC in 2017, @Peoplesdaily created the topic #I Love You China, attracting tens of thousands of netizens to leave messages in the Weibo square, “I’m a fan of the motherland for life.” In 2018, during the NPC and CPPCC, @Peoplesdaily created the topic #China is Excellent, attracting many netizens to speak “your strength makes me never lack security.” In 2019, on the 70th anniversary of the founding of the PRC, @Peoplesdaily once again created the topics #30 Days of Showing Love to China and #China Has Me. These topics bolstered Chinese national pride, achieving the spread of patriotic sentiment.

In addition to creating Weibo topics to attract the public to discuss together, @Peoplesdaily also places netizens’ notable comments on posters (these posters have brightly colored backgrounds and netizens’ comments are prominently placed in the middle of the poster). In 2017, @Peoplesdaily published several Weibo posts to celebrate the 96th anniversary of the founding of the CPC. It made posters of the most popular comments, which were individually sent out on Weibo. These posters triggered emotionally solid resonance among the public, garnering 121,000 reposts and 23,000 comments. Obviously, the content of netizens’ comments provided @Peoplesdaily with material for news production. @Peoplesdaily not only uses the public’s discourse as material for news production, it also uses the public’s speech to support some of their points of view, realizing the mutual transformation of public discourse and news discourse.

4.3. Equal Dialogue With the Public

Through daily greetings, holiday greetings, and popularizing science, @Peoplesdaily communicates and interacts with its audience on an equal footing. These types of content further break down the boundaries between the front and backstage of the news, shaping a hybrid context filled with warmth. They also have become a means for @Peoplesdaily to evoke the public’s positive emotions and calm the public in the face of life pressures.
4.3.1. Daily Greeting

@Peoplesdaily’s greetings sever the boundaries between news coverage and public life to a certain extent. Every morning, @Peoplesdaily posts Weibo greetings to its followers. Weibo posts of the morning greetings are short, primarily inspirational quotes or life truths, encouraging audiences to work (or study) optimistically, and cultivate healthy habits and hobbies. For example, the audience is exhorted to be grateful, down-to-earth in life, and progressive and friendly in work. In order to make these inspirational messages more attractive, @Peoplesdaily also makes the texts into posters for distribution.

@Peoplesdaily set up a special Night Reading section to send out good night greetings to its followers. Weibo posts of good night greetings are long, often exceeding 1,000 Chinese characters. These Weibo posts are primarily short stories that contain philosophies about life with both text and audio versions. Many audiences commented that listening to (reading) the Night Reading programs of @Peoplesdaily before bed can help them calm down and fall asleep better.

4.3.2. Holiday Greeting

@Peoplesdaily is very good at finding the “meaning” of each festival, searching for festival elements from real-world landscapes, objects, and customs, and delivering visual festival greetings to the public. To entertain the public on national holidays such as Labor Day, National Day, and New Year’s Day, @Peoplesdaily posts many exciting videos and live broadcasts introducing China’s scenic spots. During some important traditional festivals (e.g., Spring Festival, Lantern Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival, etc.), @Peoplesdaily will send out greetings to the public, and briefly describe the customs and the histories of the traditional festivals through beautiful pictures or videos (e.g., during the Dragon Boat Festival, it will report on the different flavors of rice dumplings). When the seasons change, @Peoplesdaily also publishes photos and videos of landscapes in season (e.g., showing the public the opening of rapeseed flowers and cherry blossoms when spring comes, and revealing the beauty of maple trees and ginkgo trees in autumn). It delivers beautiful scenery and greetings to every audience, allowing the public to escape life’s stresses briefly.

4.3.3. Popularizing Science

@Peoplesdaily also plays the role of “life teacher” for the public, delivering scientific knowledge by publishing Weibo posts. The topics covered in popular science Weibo posts include science and technology, health knowledge, astronomical phenomena, etc. For instance, during the Covid-19 outbreak from 2019 to 2022, @Peoplesdaily published numerous Weibo posts to popularise accurate prevention and treatment measures for Covid-19. These Weibo posts have gone a long way in calming public anxiety and curbing the spread of some disinformation. Furthermore, @Peoplesdaily frequently invites experts and scholars from relevant fields to produce popular science videos. For example, on World Sleep Day 2023, @Peoplesdaily invited senior doctors to explain the causes and countermeasures of insomnia in a Weibo video. Many users have commented that the expert’s advice does help to improve the stress in their lives and the quality of their sleep.
5. Discussion and Conclusion

This article adopts the media context theory proposed by Meyrowitz as its framework and summarizes the innovation experiences of a pre-eminent traditional Chinese news media organization (People’s Daily) on the social media platform Weibo. Compared with the “serious big newspaper” impression left by the People’s Daily newspaper, @Peoplesdaily is more likely to use the reporting methods that netizens enjoy. It shows an innovative journalism strategy of “contextualization,” whether when releasing information or elaborating opinions. All of these strategies break down, to a certain extent, the partition between the front and back stages of news (i.e., the boundary between news production and public life), allowing the news and the public to interact and communicate in the middle region.

As a traditional Chinese news media organization, People’s Daily uses social media platforms to create new products such as live news, vlog news, chat box news, Weibo commentary, and news jointly produced with users. These works start with the decentralization of discourse. Then, through the “middle region” of the communication context and the personalized creation of important news, @Peoplesdaily builds a closer relationship with the audiences, consolidating or reconstructing their authority and influence. Ultimately, while the public participates in constructing the news context, @Peoplesdaily achieves the reclamation of discourse.

The expansion and reshaping of the @Peoplesdaily's discourse is due to its news innovation and division of labor. On the one hand, @Peoplesdaily continuously creates “middle regions” through live news, vlog news, and chat box news, absorbing much public/personal discourse. Zhang et al. (2014) found through a large-scale survey that People’s Daily is regarded as the most credible media outlet by the Chinese public. The live news, vlog news, and chat box news published by @Peoplesdaily has transformed the inherent seriousness and monotonous context of the past and allows multiple languages and words in front and backstage to mix and weave together to present a “hybrid context.” The coexistence of front and backstage “hybrid context” creates a new way of presenting news, i.e., the “middle region” presentation. On the other hand, @Peoplesdaily has taken the public/personal discourse of the “middle region” into its own power through Weibo commentary and news jointly produced with the user. According to Meyrowitz (1994), discourse is diffused and shifted in the “hybrid context” created by the internet. On social media platforms such as Weibo, individual discourse gradually enters the mainstream, and the public sphere changes its expression into individual discourse to cater to the public and the market, contributing to a new form of official discourse. This idea aligns with the reality of Weibo commentary and news jointly produced with users by @Peoplesdaily. @Peoplesdaily has changed the old model of “you broadcast, and I watch” to one that encourages audience interaction (Huang & Lu, 2017). It pays close attention to users’ real-time discussions and comments on social issues. At the same time, it takes the audience’s speech as a news source, and selectively displays the users’ comments, borrowing these to support its reports and opinions. It can be seen that @Peoplesdaily has consolidated and reconstructed its discourse power in a “hybrid context” through innovation and cooperation in news production. Audience participation does not decrease the authority of @Peoplesdaily but becomes a source of influence for it.

Multiple studies have indicated that official Chinese propaganda outlets have achieved a delicate balance between positive and negative emotions to evoke emotional resonance and creative engagement (Zhang, 2022). The findings of this article further confirm this view. Through daily greetings, holiday greetings, and popularizing science, @Peoplesdaily communicates with the public on an equal footing. @Peoplesdaily not
only plays the role of a news publisher, but also assumes the role of a social governor. It constructs a hybrid context full of goodwill to regulate the public's life stress and emotions.

As Liu and Zhou (2011) noted, although the Weibo accounts of Chinese state media serve as a tool to capture the public voice, a platform to collect sources, and a channel to obtain social news, they also serve as propaganda tools to facilitate the spread of positive news and manage crises. As China's largest newspaper, People's Daily has always been involved in China's social governance in different ways. Previously, official social media accounts, such as People's Daily and China Central Television, often served as the voice of government or administrative institutions (Li & Liu, 2020). As a result, People's Daily has carried its authority over to Weibo, providing serious and objective reporting to the public. Over time, @Peoplesdaily has gradually shifted from "tough propaganda" to "emotional mobilization" in social governance work. The discourse of @Peoplesdaily is no longer condescending, and the interaction with society at large is becoming more and more egalitarian (Gorodnichenko et al., 2021). Through equal dialogue with the public, @Peoplesdaily constructs a more diversified media context and plays the role of "friend, teacher, calendar, message board, and so on" for its audiences. In the Weibo posts related to daily greetings, holiday greetings, and popularizing science, much of the content is not news in the traditional sense, but short stories, inspirational quotes, famous people's sayings, and scientific knowledge. These non-news messages published by @Peoplesdaily convey the core values of Chinese society and are the primary means by which People's Daily participates in social governance today.

6. Implications

This article has tried to overcome the previous case studies' limitations of small sample sizes and poor generalizable conclusions to summarize and analyze @Peoplesdaily's communication strategies from a contextualized perspective.

Theoretically, this article develops the application of media context theory in social media. The article finds that the states of backstage, middle region (hybrid context), and front stage still exist in news reporting on social media. However, as more and more social media news emphasizes interaction and communication, the middle region is becoming more common.

Practically, this article finds that the "contextualization" strategies employed by People's Daily's Weibo news offer important experiences for traditional news organizations' integration strategies into social media. Based on the results, we encourage other traditional news media to open accounts on various social media platforms, leveraging them for news dissemination and fostering news' innovations. The specific journalistic practice recommendations include the following four points.

Firstly, we believe that the strategy of "contextualization" employed by People's Daily's Weibo news is replicable. @Peoplesdaily utilizes formats such as live news, vlog news, chat box news, Weibo commentary, and news jointly produced with users to create "hybrid context/middle regions." It then achieves an expansion and reconfiguration of discursive power. Other news organizations on social media can imitate @Peoplesdaily's innovative initiatives to create a more diversified communication context, absorb the audience's discourse and attention, and ultimately enhance their influence.
Second, we emphasize the importance of “interaction” in the future of news media. In the social media hybrid context, news and public communication become more and more frequent. Interaction is a prerequisite for a change in the communication context (Barberá et al., 2019) and a key for news organizations to gain attention. We argue that news organizations need to be aware of the influence of public/personal discourse in the media context and actively engage the public in the discussion to expand the communicative power of news.

Third, we believe that "non-news content" may be the key to future innovation and development for news media. @Peoplesdaily, by providing non-news content such as short stories, inspirational quotes, and scientific knowledge, has changed the initially serious and monotonous communication context, and attracted a large audience (e.g., those who had got used to listening to books while going to bed began to use the audio of the Night Reading program of @Peoplesdaily; Wu & Pan, 2022). We encourage other news media to provide their audiences with interesting, informative educational and cultural content, where appropriate, to enhance audience engagement.

Fourth, we believe that news organizations that are present on social media must still maintain their original credibility and do their social duty as news media. The journalistic field is never autonomous from external forces, including audiences as critics (Banjac & Hanusch, 2022; Craft et al., 2016). In addition, news accounts on social media are more susceptible to the influence of funders and the public. Therefore, we call on the news media not to be obsessed with traffic and attention, but to provide objective and neutral news to the public and fulfill their social monitoring and accountability roles.

7. Limitations

In this article, we have selected @Peoplesdaily as a representative source to explore the experiences of Chinese traditional news media in social media innovation. While the sample chosen is highly influential and showcases significant innovations, it is essential to acknowledge that the social media innovation strategies of smaller and medium-sized traditional news media may have been overlooked. In future studies, we intend to expand the sample size moderately to include a broader range of news organizations, thereby exploring more Chinese news media’s innovative experiences.
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